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This report, based on extensive interviews and contemporaneous news accounts, examines the politics surrounding the construction of a Japanese-financed liquid radioactive waste (LRW) treatment plant in the Russian Far East. The facility removes radioactive contamination from water that has circulated in submarine nuclear reactors as coolant. The plant’s processors compact the resulting radioactive sludge, and this solidified waste is cemented in barrels for further disposal, with clean water to be discharged.

While the project, located in Primorskiy Kray, one of Russia’s Far Eastern provinces, was initiated as a result of environmental concerns, the processing of LRW also has constituted a potential bottleneck in the nuclear submarine dismantlement process. A total of 179 nuclear submarines have been decommissioned from the Russian Navy. Of these, 36 are nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs), which the United States is helping dismantle though the Cooperative Threat Reduction Program. Of the remaining 143 submarines, 87 still have nuclear fuel aboard, while the other 56 have been defueled but not dismantled.\(^1\) These vessels pose a global proliferation threat, due to the large amounts of highly enriched uranium (HEU)—a key ingredient of nuclear weapons—contained in their nuclear fuel, a stockpile of fissile material that is not well-protected from theft or diversion.\(^2\) The surest way to reduce this threat is by dismantling the submarines and storing the spent nuclear fuel in secure, well-guarded facilities. Dismantlement cannot occur, however, unless there is somewhere to put the LRW, spent fuel cores, and reactor compartments. Liquid radioactive waste treatment, therefore, is more than an environmental issue.

Despite seven years of attention and money dedicated to solving this problem, and the fact that construction of an LRW facility was expected to take only one or two
years, it is only in the past year that LRW processing facilities have begun operation in both Russia’s Northern and Pacific Fleets. The problematic history of the Landysh (Lily of the Valley) LRW processing facility project in the Russian Far East thus offers an important lesson regarding the difficulties of international cooperation in the nuclear sphere. At least some of these problems could have been mitigated with better planning. For example, had project organizers committed themselves to informing the public at an early stage, they might have avoided or at least dissipated the perception among the local populace that the project was fraught with environmental hazards. Furthermore, had the foreign donor supporting the project better understood and involved local and regional actors, the cost overruns and greatly prolonged construction process could have been minimized—even given the inevitable competition between the large number of domestic actors. The organization of the original solicitation of bids and involvement of organizations from several states contributed to the confused process (See Table 1). Meanwhile, despite the large sums that have been spent, LRW remains a serious problem for the region.

BACKGROUND

The Zvezda Far Eastern Shipyard, founded in December 1954, is located in Bolshoy Kamen, Primorskiy Kray, approximately 25 kilometers east of Vladivostok. It was designed to repair and eventually dismantle Pacific Fleet nuclear submarines. According to plant designs from 1964, a LRW processing facility was to be built at the site. Soon thereafter, however, the Navy received Moscow’s permission to dump low-level solid and LRW at sea, and the facility was never built. Dumping continued until 1993.3

Zvezda has underground storage facilities for LRW as well as tankers that dock periodically in the bay to remove LRW from nuclear-powered submarines. LRW is also stored in two containers within the plant’s territory. However, the majority of the waste (about 1,996 cubic meters) is stored in two aging tankers, TNT-5, built in 1960 and officially decommissioned in 1992 with 400 cubic meters of LRW on board, and TNT-27.4 As of December 1994, monitors on the deck of TNT-5 recorded high radiation levels of 166 microroentgen/hour—that is, 150 microroentgens above normal (but still of minimal danger to humans).5 According to one source, in July 1997, TNT-5 held nearly 800 metric tons of LRW; TNT-27 stored about 900 metric tons; the Pinega processing ship (built to process waste but reportedly not used for that purpose) held approximately 1,000 metric tons; and about 100 metric tons were housed on several other small vessels.6 The amount of LRW the Pacific Fleet produces annually has been reported to be as much as 5,000 metric tons.7

On December 29, 1972, the Soviet Union signed the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, commonly known as the “London Dumping Convention” and later renamed the “London Convention of 1972,” which banned the dumping of medium- and high-level radioactive waste at sea. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) ratified the convention on November 17, 1975.8 Until its amendment in 1993, the London Convention prohibited the disposal at sea of high-level radioactive waste but allowed, by special permit, the dumping of other types of radioactive waste.9 In 1983, convention members instituted a voluntary moratorium on all radioactive waste dumping at sea.10 Nevertheless, the Soviet Union did not sign on to the moratorium and continued to dump its low- level LRW, mostly submarine reactor coolant, at sea.

INTERNATIONAL OUTCRY OVER DUMPING

On October 16, 1993, the leaky Pacific Fleet radioactive waste storage tanker TNT-27 dumped 900 cubic meters of LRW into the Sea of Japan approximately 100 kilometers south of Nakhodka.11 The Russian Navy informed the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) of the event by letter shortly beforehand (October 7), and stated that the dumping was within safety limits established by the IAEA. Japan was not notified.12 The international environmental organization Greenpeace filmed the dumping, leading to protests from Japan and South Korea. Ironically, just one week before, during a visit to Japan by Russian President Boris Yeltsin, Yeltsin and Japanese Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa signed an agreement to work to end nuclear contamination of the world’s oceans.13 Still, Yeltsin warned Japan that dumping would continue until 1997.14 Greenpeace suggested that Russia was trying to rid itself of radioactive waste before the November 8, 1993, meeting of the London Convention.15

Not only did the dumping trigger an international outcry, but Japanese Foreign Minister Tsutomu Hata himself telephoned Russian Foreign Minister Andrey Kozyrev on the night of October 20 to lodge a formal protest. As a result, on October 21, Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin issued a decision canceling the planned dumping of another 700 cubic meters of waste by the TNT-5 tanker in
the following days. An important accompaniment to this cancellation was an appeal for foreign financial assistance to construct a low-level radioactive waste processing plant in the Russian Far East. Russian Minister of the Environment Viktor Danilov-Danilyan said that Chernomyrdin had ordered a feasibility study into the construction of a land-based processing facility, estimating that it would cost $8.5 million. A joint Russian-Japanese working group was set up to propose specific steps to address the problem. Japan offered to help underwrite the project by releasing some of the $100 million it had earmarked to help Russian nuclear disarmament.16

As many predicted, at the November 1993 meeting in London, contracting parties to the London Convention decided to prohibit sea dumping of all types of radioactive waste.17 The ban took effect without the adherence of the United Kingdom, France, China, Belgium, and Russia. Danilov-Danilyan reported at the meeting that without foreign financial help to build a waste treatment plant within 18 months, “Russia will almost certainly have to continue dumping.”18 A Russian Federal Inspectorate for Nuclear and Radiation Safety (Gosatomnadzor) official indicated that Russia abstained from signing the amendment to the London Convention in order to “…retain the right to decide questions of radiological safety during the handling of waste in accordance with its national interests.”19 Just how severe Russia’s problems in handling and storing spent nuclear fuel and waste from submarines had become was clear from the shocking report that Danilov-Danilyan presented at the London meeting: “Existing temporary storage facilities…are overfilled, solid radioactive waste from vessels, ships and yards has been accumulating in containers in outdoor areas.”20

EARLY WRANGLING OVER SOLUTIONS

At Moscow’s suggestion, Japan located a 6,800-metric ton Panamanian-registered chemical tanker to store the LRW. The Russian government rejected the vessel outright, however, saying that the tanker was not equipped with adequate radiation protection, and that the walls were too thin for use along Russia’s icy coasts.21

With no workable solution in sight, on February 7, 1994, Primorskiy Kray’s Intergovernmental Commission on Monitoring Adherence to Radiation Safety Norms determined that LRW stored on TNT-5 should be dumped in the Sea of Japan the following May. Six weeks later, on March 24, Yevgeniy Stomatyuk, head of the Primorskiy Kray administration’s Natural Resources Committee, said that due to the critical condition of TNT-5 and TNT-27, the following week the Primorskiy Kray administration would make a decision about resuming LRW dumping.22 A highly placed naval official reportedly stated that the situation in Primorskiy Kray was so bad that, if the regional branch of the Environmental Ministry approved the kray administration decision, he was prepared to permit the dumping of LRW into the Sea of Japan.23

The critical situation onboard TNT-5 was not the only factor moving the kray administration to make this threat. Equally at fault was the total inaction of the Russian government in pursuing the Japanese grant for the construction of an LRW treatment facility in Primorye. The Kray administration had organized a meeting in February 1994, entitled “On the choice of an optimal alternative for the storage and processing of low-level radioactive waste from 1994 through 1996,” which resulted in two decisions: (1) to construct two 1,000-cubic-meter storage containers in May 1994 and several 115,000-cubic-meter containers in late 1994; (2) to design and construct a complex for processing LRW at Zvezda in one to two years. The administration then sent letters to the Russian government and to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan (MOFA) requesting that the project be included as a part of the international agreement on Japanese support to Russian nuclear disarmament.24

At the first meeting in March 1994 between representatives of Goskomoboronprom (the State Committee on Defense Industries), Gosatomnadzor, the Russian Navy, the Ministries of the Economy and Internal Affairs, and the kray administration, Primorskiy Kray proffered the above solution (the construction of LRW storage facilities at Cape Sysoyeva and a processing facility at Zvezda), which was approved five days later and signed by Deputy Minister of Atomic Energy Nikolay Yegorov. Russia then suggested that Japan send the money it had promised, and Russia would solicit bids itself for the construction of the storage and processing facilities. The Japanese, however, wanted to make certain their money was well spent and insisted on a bidding process supervised by a non-Russian entity, as is required by Japanese law. A Russian-Japanese committee was formed to work out the details.25

By the end of March, several firms, including Japan’s Marubeni, Nissei, Nissho Iwai, Kanematsu, and Tomen corporations, had contacted the kray administration. Unfortunately, the kray’s many appeals to Moscow to issue an official approval of the tender were met with silence. The region was further worried that the Japanese offer
might be rescinded if it were not acted upon before the Japanese fiscal year ended on March 31.26

BATTLE OVER LRW CONTROL

The dumping threat made by regional officials was the beginning of a long-standing dispute between regional and federal governments over decisions related to the LRW issue. Disagreements over both financial flows and environmental risks jeopardized the project again and again, leading to outcomes unfavorable to all concerned. In late March 1994, after the Primorskiy Kray administration began to push for quick adoption of a Japanese plan, Nikolay Shapovalenko, head of Gosatomnadzor’s Division on Oversight for the Radiation Safety of Installations of Defense Significance, argued that the kray administration did not have the right to decide to dump waste, since the issue was under the jurisdiction of the Russian federal government. Furthermore, he maintained, by leaning toward a Japanese LRW processing plant, Primorskiy Kray Governor Yevgeniy Nazdratenko was virtually rejecting the “…effective projects developed by the Far Eastern Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences (DVO RAN), the Radon Special Combine, and other organizations,” all of them Russian. In this same vein, Shapovalenko contended that the Japanese technology would use two to three times the electricity needed by the Russian processing plants.27 Instead, he pointed to a Russian plan to begin with a small mobile facility using sorbents to process 0.5 cubic meters of LRW per hour, and subsequently to construct both a permanent facility processing 2.5 cubic meters per hour as well as a plant to produce sorbents.28 Shapovalenko appeared to be putting financial gain above environmental concerns.

Meanwhile, Primorskiy Kray’s Stomatyuk continued to issue warnings about the necessity of emptying TNT-5. In April, he went so far as to declare that TNT-5 was barely staying afloat, and that he could only guarantee the safety of LRW storage onboard for one more month.29 Some experts suspected that indeed leaks into the bay had already occurred: gamma radiation levels near the vessel were dozens of times higher than background levels, and tests of the ocean floor below the tanker revealed elevated levels of cesium-137 and cobalt-90. According to Primorskiy Governor Yevgeniy Nazdratenko, in order to keep the crippled TNT-5 afloat, the territorial administration had to resort to extraordinary measures.30 The locals appeared to want a quick solution to the environmental problem and were not yet focused on financial gain.

In the ensuing years, disputes among central, regional, and local officials over which technologies to use to handle LRW, what companies would build an LRW processing facility, who would license and own the facility, and who would pay for the facility, as well as competition over the distribution of money and privileges, grew increasingly heated.

NEW PROPOSALS TO MOVE FORWARD

In April 1994, the Russian-Japanese Intergovernmental Commission tasked to address the Pacific Fleet LRW problem adopted the February 1994 Primorskiy Kray proposal to begin construction soon for a land-based low-level LRW facility with a storage capacity of 2,000 cubic meters at Cape Sysoyeva, south of Bolshoy Kamen. This facility would house the LRW stored at the time on the aged TNT tankers. The Japanese promised to donate approximately $2.5 million for the facility. Simultaneously, design and construction of a turnkey mobile floating LRW processing facility (the future Landysh) was to start. This facility would cost nearly three times as much as the original proposal for a land-based facility. Deputy Minister of Atomic Energy Yegorov, head of the Russian delegation in the commission, endorsed these solutions as optimal, contingent upon full Japanese financing of the project. HE indicated they had the unified support of the Russian participants.31 On May 17, 1994, it became clear that Japan would indeed fund construction of the floating facility.32

At that time, the responsibility for LRW on the TNT tankers docked near Zvezda fell to Goskomoboronprom, to which Zvezda was subordinate. This arrangement gave authorities in Primorskiy Kray some rights vis-à-vis the enterprise as well, in their role overseeing regional state enterprises. However, in 1994, central authorities transferred responsibility for the TNT tankers to the Pacific Fleet of the Russian Navy, with which the kray administration had no formal relationship, although it continued to assert its interests in solving the LRW issue. On May 27, 1994, under orders from Moscow, the Russian Navy towed the tankers to a less-populated military installation, designated Shkotovo-28, on Pavlovsk Bay. The Pacific Fleet, and Shkotovo-28 commander Vladimir Valuyev were reportedly unhappy with the arrival of the tankers. Both the regional authorities and the Pacific Fleet demanded that the central authorities grant $50 million for the construction of a land-based LRW storage facility.33

As of June 1994, local observers were pessimistic regarding the LRW issue. The Pacific Fleet’s leadership did
not appear eager to undertake LRW processing. One local paper even printed an article stating that the fleet’s LRW-processing vessel, the Pinega, had never been used for that purpose, although it had served in other capacities.34

Positive developments seemed to ensue, however, in the summer of 1994 when the Pacific Fleet began to use new equipment to treat the LRW aboard the tankers. The steam-processing equipment, dubbed “Sharya,” was developed by retired naval officer Vladimir Busygin and his company, EkoAtom. During two summer months, the Sharya test processed 300 metric tons of LRW, releasing treated water into the sea while the resulting radioactive sludge was cemented for transport to a storage facility.35 Sharya was to process a total of approximately 3,000 cubic meters of LRW in the following two years, all part of experimental tests.36 At about the same time, the Pinega was renovated.

By fall 1994, the situation once again deteriorated: the Cape Sysoyeva storage project was cancelled. Japanese scientists had discovered elevated radiation levels in the area and declared the region unfit for a storage site.37 Some locals disputed the Japanese findings, but project authorization for Sysoyeva, already the site of the Pacific Fleet’s only land-based permanent nuclear submarine waste storage facility, was never renewed.38 Later research did indeed reveal high levels of radioactivity in the area.39

Planning for the second project proposed by the Russian-Japanese Intergovernmental Commission in April 1994 moved ahead, however. At the end of the year, Primorskiy Kray officially announced an international solicitation of bids, or tender, for the construction of an LRW-processing facility. On behalf of the Japanese government, Japan’s Marubeni Corporation chose the British consulting company Crown Agents to act as an independent expert for the purpose of evaluating any forthcoming proposals.40 In accordance with Japanese requirements, only civilian firms were allowed to participate in the tender. Eight firms submitted bids during winter 1995. In late April 1995, however, Moscow insisted that the tender period be extended beyond a May deadline. Gosatomnадзор’s Shapovalenko objected that none of the proposals submitted to the committee was for a closed cycle, and he suggested that Primorskiy Kray turn to Russian scientists. He claimed they had already developed waste management processes that could be brought to fruition for just 10 billion rubles (approximately $2 million), instead of the $20-25 million a foreign project might cost. Yet Shapovalenko appeared to be referring to designs by local navy specialists, while Japan did not want to fund non-civilian projects. He urged, in addition, that Russian enterprises participate in the construction of the facility. As a result, the Ministry of Atomic Energy proposed to the Russian government that the first tender be cancelled and that a second be held.41 While Moscow’s arguments were couched in terms of environmental protection, tender results had large financial implications: if Russian firms were involved in construction, they would profit.

MOSCOW DISPUTES CROWN AGENTS’ CHOICE

As of the summer of 1995, regional authorities continued to emphasize environmental issues and the need for urgent action. In mid-July, Stomatyuk, head of Primorskiy Kray’s Natural Resources Committee, once again threatened that the kray, however uncertain its authority, would direct the local naval representatives to renew dumping LRW in the Sea of Japan, explaining that the TNT tankers were again overflowing. He complained that the dispute between the Primorskiy Kray administration (acting as the contracting agent) and the Ministry of Atomic Energy (the general representative of the Russian participants in the project) over closing the tender and declaring a winner had stymied further action.42 Further, he averred that the Japanese side was extremely perplexed by the Russian actions.

According to Shapovalenko, Crown Agents had devised criteria agreeable to Moscow for determining the tender winner and then named the top proposal. Although both Japan and the Primorskiy Kray administration agreed with the Crown Agents’ selection, Deputy Minister of Atomic Energy Yegorov and several Moscow experts preferred the project that had placed second.43 They argued that the winning project was untested, did not include cementation of resulting wastes, and involved levels of manual labor that were too high, exposing workers to radiation.44 Some observers argued later that since Japan had had no experience in treating LRW from submarines, it would not have been surprising if Japan’s initial proposal were not the best technical solution.45 On the other hand, kray administration representatives saw Moscow’s refusal as most likely motivated by the desire to award the contract to a conglomerate comprised of primarily Russian participants.46

Objecting to the delay, Stomatyuk pointed out that according to the rules of the tender, contract talks were to...
be held with the winner and a final decision on whether to conclude a contract made immediately thereafter. Had Moscow not altered the process, he asserted, the kray administration would have signed a contract long before.47 Instead, the tender had been extended from May 25 to July 25.48

To add fuel to the fire, in late July, Japanese radio reported that during the winter, TNT-5 had leaked LRW into the sea, resulting in elevated radiation readings in Pavlovsk Bay. The Russian Navy denied the charge.39 Stomatyuk injected still further urgency into the situation in August, when he suggested that Japan might decide not to finance the LRW project. In his announcement that the tender had been extended a second time until September 20, Stomatyuk noted that the Japanese side had warned that if a winner was not declared by September 20, Tokyo would “close the tender.”50

At the end of September, Crown Agents reportedly announced that the tender would be broken off. Yet, as of October 30, the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs affirmed that consideration of submitted projects was still continuing, “…according to plan.”51

A WINNER IS DECLARED, BUT DISPUTES CONTINUE

In January 1996, the design that had originally placed second was declared the winner: the Russian AMATE consortium, Japan’s Tomen Corporation, and the Babcock & Wilcox Company—an operating unit of McDermott International that had experience in LRW filtration work for the U.S. Navy—signed a contract in Moscow for the construction of a floating LRW processing facility (see Table 1 below for firms and organizations involved in the project).52 Nevertheless, disputes persisted over whether international assistance was needed at all. The Pacific Fleet, which did not stand to benefit from the Japanese contract, continued to argue that Sharya could process all of the local LRW, while representatives of the Ministries of Atomic Energy and the Environment countered that Sharya could not handle that much LRW.53

At first, the Primorskiy Kray administration tried not to alienate either side. In late May 1996, Primorskiy Kray Governor Nazdratenko praised Sharya and reported to the press that the kray had given the Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences 60 million rubles (nearly $12,000) to reward top scientists, but that the scientists had used all the money to create a working model of Sharya, leaving them “fainting from hunger.”54 Primorskiy Kray’s position regarding the Tomen/Babcock & Wilcox project was unclear, although Yuriy Demchenko, deputy chair of the kray’s Natural Resources Committee, suggested that Sharya would be used in some capacity, yet would not disrupt the agreement already made with Japan.55 According to data then released by the Russian-Japanese Intergovernmental Commission, the new Tomen/Babcock & Wilcox complex (which the Japanese would eventually dub Landysh) would be able to process 7,000 cubic meters of LRW per year and would cost about $25 million to construct. The facility would be mounted on a barge 63 meters long, 25 meters wide, and five meters high, to be docked in Bolshoy Kamen.56

RADIOACTIVE WASTE IMPORT SCARE SETS LOCAL RESIDENTS AGAINST THE PROJECT

As these developments were unfolding, a new scandal broke out. For several months in early 1996, the Russian press had been speculating that Russia was planning to accept radioactive waste from foreign countries. Primorskiy Kray citizens feared the new facility might attract such waste and began to protest against turning their region into a radioactive dump. Objecting to the Landysh, opponents argued that the Pacific Fleet had only 1,500 cubic meters of LRW in storage and produced just 500 cubic meters per year. Project opponents suggested that the excess capacity in the Landysh design was intended for the processing of foreign LRW. They pointed to a South China Morning Post article, which quoted the director of the Taiwan Power Company (Taipower) as saying that he had signed a secret protocol with Russia and planned to export 2,500–5,000 barrels of nuclear power plant waste to Russia between June and August 1996.57 Several news services had already reported that on May 20, 1995, Taipower signed a secret memorandum of understanding with Russia on the storage of Taiwanese nuclear waste in Russia, with a trial shipment to be sent in August. In actuality, the talks had been geared toward sending waste via Murmansk, in Russia’s Far North, to a waste plant in Moscow.58 Moreover, it is not clear if the waste in question was solid or liquid; the reports citing liquid waste were in the minority. Despite Moscow’s denials that any talks with the Taiwanese were under way, in January 1996, Gosatomnadzor announced that it had prevented the conclusion of a contract to send radioactive waste from Taiwan to Russia for storage and possible processing. Meanwhile, Moscow’s Kurchatov In-
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Table 1: Organizations Involved in the Landysh Project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNDING</th>
<th>Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTRACTING AGENT</td>
<td>Primorskiy Kray administration (first tender)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State Committee on Defense Industries (Goskomoboronprom) Shipbuilding Directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGENT OF JAPAN</td>
<td>Crown Agents (U.K.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBCONTRACTORS</td>
<td>Japan: Tomen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United States: Babcock &amp; Wilcox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russia: Amurskiy Shipyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL PROCESS</td>
<td>Federal: Federal Inspectorate for Nuclear and Radiation Safety (Gosatomnadzor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of Atomic Energy (Minatom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of the Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of Foreign Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State Committee on Defense Industries (Goskomoboronprom) Shipbuilding Directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHERS INVOLVED</td>
<td>Regional: Primorskiy Kray administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local: Bolshoy Kamen legislature (Duma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal: Ministry of the Environment (Minprirody)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional: Zvezda Far Eastern Shipyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russian Navy Pacific Fleet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Far Eastern Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences (DVO RAN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the denials and Gosatomnadzor’s intervention, local citizens became increasingly worried about the Landysh plans. According to a local paper, environmental assessments were to be carried out by Russia’s Ministry of the Environment, not international environmental experts, and the construction timetable was unnecessarily hurried, leading to further safety worries.

Deputy Minister of Atomic Energy Yegorov denied that the Landysh had ever been intended to process imported LRW, citing the Russian law On Radioactive Waste, which banned such imports. A few months later the local newspaper Vladivostok interviewed experts in Moscow on the issue. The scientists pointed out that Japan did not have nuclear submarines, and that the Landysh was specifically designed to process nuclear submarine waste, not waste from nuclear power plants. According to Professor Stanislav Rubanov of the Krylov Central Scientific Research Institute in St. Petersburg, which conducts research on naval nuclear propulsion, the Landysh could handle only Russian or U.S. submarine LRW, not LRW resulting from power plants or from other states’ nuclear submarines. Zvezda Director Valeriy Maslakov explained that Landysh’s supposedly elevated capacity was in reality a safety measure and not intended to allow the treatment of foreign waste. The dismantlement of one nuclear submarine or service ship results in approximately 300 cubic meters of liquid waste, the director reported. Zvezda planned to dismantle 10 such vessels per year. Furthermore, the 3,000 cubic meters of LRW to be processed could require dilution if the LRW was too saline, and the state of LRW in the submarines subject to dismantlement
was not fully known. Therefore, the Landysh was designed with more than enough capacity. 63 This did not settle the debate, however, which continued in the press. 64

ENTER BOLSHOY KAMEN POLITICIANS

By mid-1996, a new group had become involved in the dispute over the Landysh: local politicians from the city of Bolshoy Kamen. The town’s city council, or Duma, banned construction of a special dock for the Landysh, arguing that the facility could pollute coastal waters. Workers at Zvezda Shipyard and the nearby Era shipbuilding plant held meetings to support this decision, even though possible future contracts for submarine dismantlement at Zvezda required the construction of an LRW processing facility somewhere in Primorskiy Kray. The locals feared that the Landysh would make their harbor the center of all LRW work for the Pacific Fleet, a task that might otherwise have been handled at the Chazhma Ship Repair Facility, which was much closer to Cape Sysoyeva. Dismantlement might also have been handled at Chazhma. The Primorskiy Kray administration at the time argued that the Bolshoy Kamen decision had been made in violation of several regulations and indicated that it would seek to have Bolshoy Kamen reconsider its ban. 65

By December 1996, the Primorskiy Kray administration reversed course, coming out against the project and in support of the Bolshoy Kamen deputies. This happened after Moscow had decided to designate Goskomoboronprom the contracting agent, a role previously reserved for the Primorskiy Kray administration. As a result, the kray administration refused to send a representative to participate in contract negotiations, according to Ivan Melnichenko, head of the Goskomoboronprom Shipbuilding Directorate. Thus, Minatom formed a delegation that did not include kray representation, with Melnichenko at its head, a decision that would soon have unfortunate consequences. 66

Regional actors, such as the Pacific Fleet and scientists from the Far Eastern Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences—both with their own LRW processing designs—only stood to lose financially from the completion of the Japanese project. As for the kray administration, control by Moscow not only meant that money would not be flowing through local hands, but also that the locals would have to trust Moscow to monitor production and maintain the facility after Japanese participation ended. Thus, environmental concerns probably continued to be a contributing factor to kray intransigence regarding the project.

Nevertheless, in January 1997, the project quickly moved ahead. Babcock & Wilcox designed the processing facility in cooperation with several Russian institutes, including the Onega Research and Design Bureau (in Severodvinsk, Arkhangelsk Oblast) and the OKBM Design Bureau (in Nizhniy Novgorod). By mid-1997, the Amurskiy Shipbuilding Plant in Komsomolsk-na-Amure, Khabarovsk Kray, was assembling the equipment. 67

Arguing that technical details had been worked out without the participation of local officials and in violation of several Russian laws, Primorskiy Natural Resources Committee chair Stomyatuk claimed that the Bolshoy Kamen deputies had the right to insist that they at least be consulted on the location of the facility. Furthermore, kray authorities protested that the Landysh would not clean LRW as thoroughly as Sharya and would require huge financial outlays for the purchase of sorbents abroad. 68 The Russian Pacific Fleet had also entered into the fray, reporting in December 1996 that it possessed approximately 3,000 metric tons of LRW in storage; that Sharya could process 60 cubic meters of LRW per day; and that a new processing facility was unnecessary. 69

In contrast, Boris Lesokhin, deputy director of the Onega Research and Design Bureau, said in an interview that the Sharya process resulted in concentrated liquid waste, the cementation of which would result in a volume as great as that of the processed LRW. While this result would be safer than leaving the LRW on the TNT tankers, he argued that it was hardly the best long-term solution. 70 Valeriy Kiselev, chief specialist at Moscow’s Center for Scientific and Technical Information, contended that a new process invented by the scientists at the Far Eastern Division of the Russian Academy of Scientists, led by Valentin Sergiyenko, worked via absorption and only filtered out certain radionuclides, without removing chemical admixtures. 71 In another interview, Melnichenko of Goskomoboronprom added that Russian experts working on the Landysh design had been asked to devise usable Russian sorbents, and that Sergiyenko had been invited to send materials, but had not responded. 72

By 1997, the town of Bolshoy Kamen had suffered several years of electricity shortages and labor problems, and relations with Moscow were increasingly strained. In the summer of 1997, shipyard workers blocked the
Trans-Siberian Railroad to protest nonpayment of wages. Moscow promised payment by January 1, 1998.³ It was within this heated atmosphere that the Bolshoy Kamen Duma decided to hold a referendum on the Landysh issue on June 12, 1997. Despite the tense political mood, with the city administration, Zvezda, and Duma chair supporting the Landysh project, and the majority of the Duma fighting it,⁴ only 44.2 percent of registered voters participated in the referendum, rendering it invalid (the law required a minimum of 50 percent participation).⁵ Of those participating, 93.6 percent voted against the Landysh, many citing fears that LRW would be imported.

On June 17, 1997, the Bolshoy Kamen Duma issued a decision entitled On preliminary coordination of the placement of a moorage wall for the LRW processing complex on the territory of the Zvezda Far Eastern Shipyard. This decision rejected docking the Landysh at Zvezda.⁶ In September, however, new evidence of LRW leaks in one of the ground-based storage tanks near the harbor appeared.⁷ At the same time, Zvezda argued that it might not be allowed to dismantle nuclear submarines without a LRW processing facility (though at the time Zvezda was without work), and local politicians understood that the Landysh was likely to be built with or without local permission. These factors led the Duma to alter its position, and on October 13, 1997, the body issued a new decision, On the placement of the floating complex for LRW processing, approving the Landysh but requiring that construction of the complex comply with Russian legislation.⁸ At the same time, the Duma issued a document signed by Bolshoy Kamen Mayor Anatoliy Karasev that approved placement of the moorage wall if the following conditions and guarantees were met:

1. State bodies must assist local authorities in solving employment problems in accordance with the law On Closed Cities.
2. An amount equivalent to 10 percent of construction expenses must be paid to the local budget for local development.
3. An amount equivalent to one percent of Zvezda’s 1997 and 1998 state orders must be paid to the local budget for the creation of a sanitary-protective zone around the facility and for the protection of children’s health.
4. A monitoring system must be created to monitor and to inform the population on the radiation situation.
5. A regional radioactive waste storage facility must be created in the Russian Far East.

6. The import of radioactive waste from abroad for processing and storage must be prohibited.

The Bolshoy Kamen administration was made responsible for the implementation of the decision.⁹ Possible radioactive contamination of the environment was discussed at the national level as well. In a letter to State Environmental Committee Chair Vladimir Danilov-Danilyan, Russian Duma Environmental Committee Chair Tatyana Zolotnikova noted that a state environmental impact study on constructing a floating LRW processing facility at Bolshoy Kamen found that the project violated Russian environmental law on four counts.⁰

During the run-up to the December 7, 1997, elections to the Primorskiy Kray Duma, many candidates emphasized the radioactive waste issue, staking out positions both for and against the Landysh. For instance, Vladimir Khalyavko proposed removing the LRW complex from the bay to a safe place far from residential areas and banning any LRW or solid radioactive waste (SRW) storage at Zvezda.¹¹

**PROBLEMS DELAY PROJECT AND INCREASE COSTS**

In 1997, the Landysh project hit the first of many construction delays. Journalists reported that a computer system worth $10,000 was stolen from the complex during its construction in Komsomolsk-na-Amure, Khabarovskiy Kray. The partially completed Landysh was finally towed to Vostok Shipyard in Bolshoy Kamen in November 1997.¹² The projected start-up date for LRW processing slipped repeatedly from the original September 1997 projection—first to January 1998, then to November 1998, and eventually to October 2000. Although construction was completed in June 1998, the Landysh remained inoperational: the Russians refused to certify it until all “technical problems” were resolved. In addition, Russian specialists reportedly sent Babcock & Wilcox new requirements. For instance, according to the U.S. contractor, the original design specifications did not include all of the specific wastes contained in the LRW.¹³ The Russians claimed that the Americans had not been as careful as they might have been.¹⁴ Aleksander Kiselev, head of Zvezda’s nuclear and radioactive security department, accused the U.S. specialists of delaying, rather than solving technical problems identified by the Russian side.¹⁵ The Americans, for their part, suspected that the Russians were manufacturing problems in order to increase.
money flowing to the project. Babcock & Wilcox took on significant costs itself, due to a clause in its subcontract with the Tomen Group that forced it to bear a considerable portion of the cost overruns.86

In the fall of 1998, the facility began undergoing mooring trials, which had been delayed twice before—in September 1997 and January 1998. The trials were conducted according to a program agreed to by specialists from Russia and Babcock & Wilcox; the Zvezda shipyard, oversight agencies, and the Ministry of the Economy coordinated them.87

Less than a year later, in August 1999, another incident involving LRW emphasized the importance of completing the Landysh. According to press reports, approximately 750 metric tons of LRW housed on the Pinega LRW processing vessel, docked in Bolshoy Kamen, leaked out of special storage tanks and into the unprotected hold of the ship. Pinega had rarely been used to process waste, particularly since an accident aboard a similar ship in the Northern Fleet several years earlier, but it had continued to house LRW.88

Nevertheless, as of August 1999, the Landysh was still not ready. A reported 137 defects had yet to be remedied. Among other technical problems, local specialists pointed to the accelerated corrosion of metal pipes by seawater, as opposed to fresh water, noting that the U.S. contractor had not been aware of the difference. As a result, it was necessary to replace some piping. The Landysh had cost $29 million by this stage.89 Scientists at the Far Eastern Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences (DVO RAN) claimed that the Landysh designs used obsolete technology, based on energy-intensive evaporation technology invented in the 1950s—similar to the technique used on Pinega, except that waste products from the Landysh would be cemented, whereas Pinega waste was to be bitumenized.90

Controversy over the issue continued into the year 2000, when Zvezda Director Maslakov denied continuing rumors that the Landysh technology was obsolete, noting that it was similar to that in current use in the United States, England, and France. He added that other inventions may in the long run prove better, but had yet to be licensed.91 One of these “other inventions” was most likely the new design, dubbed “Baryer,” or Barrier, which its inventors, Sergiyenko and other scientists at DVO RAN’s Institute of Chemistry, claimed would prove 3.5 times more effective than the Landysh. As yet, the scientists had neither the license nor the funds to bring the Baryer project to fruition. Nor was it clear whether Baryer’s projected effectiveness would actually be borne out by tests.92

**OPERATION WITHOUT FULL LICENSE**

In 2000, the Landysh was finally towed from Vostok Shipyard to the dock at Zvezda. The first tests using LRW were carried out on July 6,93 and on August 16, Interfax reported that the tests were successful. The Landysh had been commissioned and would be operational in October 2000.94 At present, specially trained civilians are operating the plant. The captain of the Landysh, Vladimir Petrovich Babko, commands a crew of 12. The facility has three diesel generators, which can provide energy for 30 days if shore-based power is unavailable. One hundred cubic meters of LRW result in seven cubic meters of solidified waste, which is cemented into barrels. As a rule, about 12 barrels are filled per shift. There are four waste holds in the Landysh itself. In addition, at Severniy Mol, 600 meters north of Zvezda, a temporary waste storage facility and a low-level SRW processing and compacting facility (which reduces the volume of SRW by 10 times) are being constructed. The temporary storage facility is designed to hold waste for up to one month, by which time it is to be loaded on railcars and sent to a permanent storage site. The level of radiation in the Landysh is a mere 10 microroentgens per hour.95 The Landysh is intended to operate for 25 years.96

The Landysh was officially certified as ready to begin operations on October 6, 2000, despite the fact that in August two deputies from the Bolshoy Kamen Duma, Mayya Kiriyenko and Sergey Niktin, both members of the State Commission on PZO-500 (the official designation of the Landysh), refused to sign the state certification act (also known as the Acceptance Act), accepting the results of the hot testing. Instead, they issued a dissenting opinion demanding that technical work on the shoreline and certain other construction be completed before the Landysh begin operations. In particular, they insisted on construction of a long-term SRW storage site in the area. They argued that the current complex violated three acts: the Russian law on environmental protection; the December 27, 1997, government decree on a floating LRW processing complex; and the gubernatorial decree on confirmation of the norms and rules for the acceptance and commissioning of completed constructions on Primorskiy Kray territory.97

While the deputies emphasized environmental arguments, they clearly wanted to obtain further financing for
local projects as well. There was also local conflict over improvements to the railroad between Bolshoy Kamen and Smolyanino, the route by which wastes would be sent to a permanent storage site, since some 69 people lived in the small village of Chaykino, through which the line was to pass. Chaykino was officially disbanded in 1963, but residents continue to live there nonetheless, and local officials were uncertain whether or how to move them out of the area, an expensive proposition.98

Through the end of 2000, the safety of the Landysh continued to be the subject of some dispute in the Russian press. An article in Moskovskiy komsomolets argued that the long-term storage of solid wastes had not been solved, that some necessary on-shore equipment had not been completed, that LRW may be imported, and that dangers remained for Bolshoy Kamen residents.99 Izvestiya wrote that the Landysh was ineffective, expensive to run (the article cites the figure of $700,000 per year), and can only handle LRW with a particular salt content that contains no oil residues.

In opposition, Zvezda’s chief engineer, Yuriy Shulgan, wrote an article disputing these arguments. He stated that questions about storing the solid waste resulting from LRW processing had been completely solved. According to legislation, he maintained, these wastes were the responsibility of the Far Eastern Federal Enterprise for Handling Radioactive Wastes (DalRAO), established in February 2000, and would be sent to the Radon waste storage facility in Khabarovskiy Kray. Further, he argued that the Landysh was a completely autonomous facility, which did not require any on-shore equipment. It has diesel generators to power operations, extra fuel and water, and temporary LRW storage facilities on board. As for dangers, Shulgan pointed out that only 0.0002 percent of the radioactivity resulting from submarine dismantlement would be handled by the Landysh, and that local residents were already thoroughly protected by existing Russian laws. He noted that all of the scientists and governmental experts on the State Commission on PZO-500 had signed the state certification act, and that the only two commission members who had refused to sign were Bolshoy Kamen Duma deputies with no technical expertise. As for alternatives, Shulgan argued that Sharya resulted in a lower volume of LRW with higher radioactivity, while the Baryer processing technology developed by scientists at DVO RAN’s Institute of Chemistry had not proven capable of ridding LRW of chemicals. Russian environmental legislation, he stated, would not allow the dumping of liquids with the resulting chemical concentrations.100

The Acceptance Act by the State Committee on PZO-500 was part of the process of approval required by Gosatomnadzor before it would issue the necessary licenses to begin operation. Processing was finally allowed to begin on December 6, 2000, when Gosatomnadzor issued a waste processing license. Also issued was a Waste Package Certificate (allowing the unloading of drums of cemented radioactive waste), but to date the facility still awaits an Admissible Discharge authorization to discharge the treated liquid waste. This last license has been delayed due to a new procedure covering the discharge of tritium to coastal treatment facilities throughout Russia.101 According to a Japanese official, low levels of tritium and transuranic elements were reportedly detected on the Landysh at one point last year. Allegedly, sludge loaded with waste gave off alpha emitters. However, during hot testing, the level of alpha emitters was well below the minimum reportable limit.102 While the situation appears to have been resolved, and the Russians have assured contractors that they will not try to load and treat medium-level radioactive waste, it is no surprise that Gosatomnadzor is ensuring that there are systems to guarantee that tritium and transuranic elements are not present in treated waste.

POLITICS SURROUNDING LANDYSH REMAIN RADIOACTIVE

Late last year, arguments regarding the Landysh heated up once again. While some observers blamed the local Duma for having allowed the floating facility to dock at Zvezda, other local reporters pointed out that the terms of the Duma’s agreement, from payments to the budget to the ban on temporary SRW storage in the city, were not being met.103 Then the Duma scheduled Bolshoy Kamen mayoral elections for December 24, 2000, inflaming the political atmosphere still further. Local Duma Deputy Sergey Zharinov proposed holding a new referendum on the Landysh at the same time. Some local newspapers supported the initiative, claiming that in 1994 even Zvezda Director Maslakov had been against placing an LRW-processing facility in Bolshoy Kamen, a “densely populated” area.104 Arguments were made that the public should receive more information on the facility, and that a referendum could help Bolshoy Kamen bargain with the government.105 Public Prosecutor V. Portov officially
protested the September 29, 2000, Duma decision to dis-
cuss the Zharirov initiative on October 10, arguing that
procedures to hold a referendum had been violated.106
Nevertheless, after hearings the Duma voted on whether
to schedule a referendum: three deputies voted for the
referendum, three against, and three abstained, while two
deputies were absent. Neither of the two deputies on the
State Commission on PZO-500 voted for the referendum.
With only three votes in its favor, the measure failed to
pass.107

Subsequently, Bolshoy Kamen mayoral candidate
Vladimir Khalyavko proposed a “third” solution to the
Landysh problem—neither banning the complex nor con-
tinuing the project as it stood. His plan contained five el-
ments:

1. **Landysh ownership** would be transferred from the
    federal to the municipal government. Khalyavko argued
    that because it was a gift from “the Japanese people to
    the Russians as an example of friendship,” an owner-
    ship change would bring the plant closer to the people,
    the intended recipients of the gift.
2. If elected, Khalyavko would require the federal budget
to transfer approximately 50 million rubles (about $1.8
million) for maintenance to the local budget each year.
3. The Bolshoy Kamen administration would lease land
    from Zvezda and hire plant employees for technical
    service and monitoring: any owner of LRW—Zvezda,
    the Russian Navy, other Russian parties, or foreigners—
    would have to conclude an agreement on LRW pro-
    cessing with the city administration. The price of such
    work would be set in such an agreement.
4. The Bolshoy Kamen Duma would control process-
ing prices and distribute revenues for guaranteed social
    services in accordance with the law On Closed Cities.
The local Duma would also organize independent en-
    vironmental impact assessments.
5. After one year of activity, the Duma would publish
    the results of the environmental impact assessments and
    all relevant proposals. If a local resident appealed for a
    referendum, it would be held.108

The author of this plan, Khalyavko, is a former techni-
cian and deputy director at Zvezda, and director of the
Gaydamak Shipyard. The Primorskiy branch of
Yavlinsky’s Yabloko Party supported him.

His chief opponent Anatoliy Karasev, also a former
Zvezda employee, had been mayor of Bolshoy Kamen
since 1996 and was a supporter of the Landysh. As nei-
ther man won over 50 percent of the votes on December
24, a run-off election was required. In the second round,
held on January 14, 2001, Karasev was reelected with
50.53 percent of the votes to Khalyavko’s 42.33 per-
cent.109 While this election result gives the Landysh project
a reprieve, it is likely that it will remain an issue in future
elections—such as elections to the Primorskiy Kray Duma
in December 2001, when the current Bolshoy Kamen
Duma deputy, Ivan Rogovoy, is likely to be challenged
by Vladimir Khalyavko.

In December 2000, during the time of the mayoral elec-
tions, the Zvezda administration began a special public
relations campaign to promote the Landysh and assuage
fears. Excursions were organized for local residents, and
first of all for teachers. A Zvezda museum was opened to
the public.110 While such measures may help alleviate fears
of radiation from the facility, the struggle over control and
financing is likely to continue. Legal questions remain.
Moreover, there are still fears that foreign radioactive
waste may be imported, and that problems may occur due
to unsafe storage of solid radioactive waste byproducts.
Finally, questions linger regarding the operation of the fa-
cility after Japan’s obligations are met.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A major lesson of the Landysh project is that effective
coordination and communication between foreign donors,
local actors, and all central government agencies involved
in such an enterprise are critical. The setbacks that oc-
curred in this project were not inevitable. Not only could
delays have been largely avoided, but also local and re-
gional actors could have played a coordinated role as
project advocates. On the other hand, if concerned par-
ties, such as Bolshoy Kamen politicians and the Primorskiy
Kray administration, are left out of the negotiation pro-
cess, one should expect they might well attempt to stymie
the project or hold it hostage in order to obtain benefits.

In the Landysh case, disagreement regarding expecta-
tions was neither discovered nor addressed early in the
negotiations. The objectives of each participant were dif-
ferent; it appears that little care was taken to ensure that
objectives were met or pay-offs determined in advance
to eliminate constant renegotiations. Local politicians and
citizens proved to be a great stumbling block, although
they might have been secured as allies. Had the benefits
of the project been presented with conviction, concerned
residents might have become advocates. The secrecy sur-
rounding the project made it difficult to convince the public
that it was not being duped. Failure to disclose informa-
tion at the outset rightly raised local concerns; later attempts to inform the public were difficult, as the locals had already begun to fear the project.

The lack of clarity in relations between the central government, regional and local authorities, and military departments made implementation of the Landysh project extremely difficult. The Japanese donors were unable to ensure that central authorities would inform the local public and cooperate with regional and local actors. Instead, local, regional, and central actors struggled over control of the venture. In projects with a strong local impact, it would behoove foreign donors to make direct contact with local actors, not to muddy the negotiation process, but to explain objectives and lay out what the locals can expect. The aim is to defuse possible local objections and minimize distrust. In the Landysh case, it might have helped the promoters’ cause to explain that under Japanese law an international tender must be held, and that only civilian firms can participate. Local dissatisfaction over a process that appeared to favor foreign contractors and failed to choose a local Russian Navy invention would probably have been significantly mitigated.

Politics were not the only cause of project delays. As Babcock & Wilcox complained, it appears that the Russian federal government did not ensure that contractors had been given all necessary specifications before the facility was designed. Subsequent design changes led to delays and cost overruns. To minimize such risks, foreign donors can insist on agreements making the Russian government did not ensure that contractors had been given all necessary specifications before the facility was designed. Subsequent design changes led to delays and cost overruns. To minimize such risks, foreign donors can insist on agreements making the Russian

The lack of clarity in relations between the central government, regional and local authorities, and military departments made implementation of the Landysh project extremely difficult. The Japanese donors were unable to ensure that central authorities would inform the local public and cooperate with regional and local actors. Instead, local, regional, and central actors struggled over control of the venture. In projects with a strong local impact, it would behoove foreign donors to make direct contact with local actors, not to muddy the negotiation process, but to explain objectives and lay out what the locals can expect. The aim is to defuse possible local objections and minimize distrust. In the Landysh case, it might have helped the promoters’ cause to explain that under Japanese law an international tender must be held, and that only civilian firms can participate. Local dissatisfaction over a process that appeared to favor foreign contractors and failed to choose a local Russian Navy invention would probably have been significantly mitigated.

Politics were not the only cause of project delays. As Babcock & Wilcox complained, it appears that the Russian federal government did not ensure that contractors had been given all necessary specifications before the facility was designed. Subsequent design changes led to delays and cost overruns. To minimize such risks, foreign donors can insist on agreements making the Russian side responsible for cost increases associated with specification changes, or alternatively, by contracting with a Russian organization to complete work on a fixed-price basis.

The Landysh is finally in operation, eliminating the bottleneck in the submarine dismantlement process, while protecting the environment. That its construction took four years more than technically necessary, triggering cost overruns reportedly in excess of $15 million dollars, is an unfortunate reality that may be avoided in future projects by heeding the lessons learned here. We hope that a thorough understanding of the politics behind the Landysh project will help future donors and aid recipients alike understand each other, so that they may more confidently undertake the many projects that continue to be necessary to protect the Russian environment and to ensure that would-be proliferators not obtain nuclear materials in Russia.
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